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Mezannines Lift Operational Efficiency, Safety

Alliance Packaging is a well-known, independent corrugated box manufacturer with
several facilities located throughout northwest United States. The company provides
a full range of packaging solutions from custom shipping containers to retail
packaging, from stock boxes to in-store displays, from creative design to same day
delivery service.
In 2008, Alliance needed to make room for the installation of a new multi-million
dollar corrugated paper machine at their Sheets Unlimited facility located in Renton,
Washington.
"In early 2008 we decided to upgrade the corrugator at our Sheets Unlimited
facility,” said Krist Leland, director of manufacturing at Alliance. “There were many
decisions to be made such as who would supply the machine, how would it be
installed, timelines, and a thousand other things that we needed to address.”
Alliance decided the machine installation had to be first class in every way and
redesigned the manufacturing layout to accommodate the new paper machine. The
company enclosed all power, air, and water lines inside floor trenches so there
would be no visual obstructions around the corrugator. They also moved walls,
added conveyor lines and reorganized the entire building to complement the new
paper machine.
According to Leland, one of the more important decisions involved placement of the
operator control room for the new corrugator. Typically, control rooms of this type
are located on the floor level next to the machine. Alliance did not however believe
a floor level control room would provide the best use of available space nor provide
the best visibility of machine operations.
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“We did not feel a floor level control room would meet our needs or our vision for
this installation,” said Leland. “We made the decision to elevate the control room 12
feet above the floor and suspend it over the corrugator. We determined that an
‘elevated’ control room would optimize the field of vision for the operator and would
also enhance the overall appearance of the machine.”
Alliance collaborated with DACO and Cubic Designs to complete the project. DACO
is a material handling and packaging solutions company located in Kent,
Washington. Cubic Designs is a nationwide supplier of mezzanine systems, catwalks
and work platforms.
“DACO and Cubic Designs handled everything including engineering, design, fire
suppression, and installation,” explained Leland. “Cubic Designs provided a steel
mezzanine solution that incorporated an elevated control room platform to meet
our exact needs. The only decision our group had to make during the process was
the color. It was a great experience to have a company take a project of this
magnitude and run with it from start to finish. They not only met our expectations
but exceeded them in every aspect.”
The elevated control room design, provided by Cubic Designs, utilizes overhead
space and includes specially-angled windows so machine operators can view every
movement of the corrugated paper machine below. The control room dramatically
improved machine operator visibility, maximized existing floor space, enhanced
overall production, and provided the first-class installation look that Alliance
required.
___
About Cubic Designs
Cubic Designs manufactures pre‐engineered mezzanine systems, catwalks and
platforms for a wide variety of industrial and warehouse applications. Founded in
1986, the company has since installed over 7,000 mezzanine systems across North
America and other parts of the world.
Cubic Designs mezzanines are installed inside manufacturing and processing plants,
retail stores, office buildings, industrial plants, warehouses, distribution centers,
institutions, universities, government facilities and more. A Cubic Mezzanine adds a
second or third level inside a facility and thereby doubles or triples the existing
area. Typically, these mezzanines create new production, office, storage or
assembly space, locker rooms, parts departments, stockrooms, cafeterias, company
records storage and work platforms.
The company is headquartered in New Berlin, Wisconsin and has a 74,000 sq. ft.
manufacturing facility — complete with custom metal forming operations and an
oversized powder coat paint line — located in central Wisconsin.
For additional information, visit the company’s website at www.cubicdesigns.com
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